Automate - Premium Edition
World-class data processing teams deserve automation that rewards their insights, expertise,
agility, client relationships and innovation. Push past efficiency to deliver new offerings and
service models by leveraging Rampiva Automate – Premium Edition. Empower clients, achieve
massive scalability, and connect outside of Nuix to eclipse expectations.
Data processing just got interesting.
Build on Rampiva Automate – Business Edition by adding:

Direct-to-Rampiva Upload

Lightweight Workflows

Enable end-clients and internal teams to upload
large volumes of data directly to Rampiva for
processing without having to deploy a dedicated
file transfer solution.

Use lightweight Rampiva-native workflows for
administrative jobs or controlling third-party
applications, without locking up hardware
resources or Nuix licenses.

Multi-Region Deployments

Conditional Scheduling

Optimize deployments and data transfers with
geo-local access.

Set recurring jobs to run in the future, or make
jobs conditional on other activity to maximize
productivity.

Upload-Triggered Processing
Automatically start processing jobs for data
uploaded by end-clients, 24 hours a day.

End-Client Access
Provide a controlled access for end-clients to
Workflows, Resources and Jobs, so that end-client
users can only access their projects and data when
submitting and monitoring jobs.

Webhooks
Trigger activity outside of Nuix and Rampiva by
leveraging low-code integrations to other project
management, eBilling and analytics tools, or
use Microsoft Flow to make data processing an
integral part of your business processes.

Interface Branding
Adjust the Rampiva Scheduler interface to ensure
consistent branding for end-clients.

Cloud Resource Management
Run jobs in Azure or AWS, on a single- or multiserver configuration and automatically allocate
compute resources just-in-time to optimize cost
and project completion times.

Large Job Scaling
Distribute single-large jobs over multiple servers
using Rampiva-managed remote workers and
release remote servers when not needed to
optimize the overall processing environment’s
efficiency.

API Keys
Control Rampiva from outside platforms and
scripts using the REST API, and manage access
robustly using API Keys.
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Who is “Premium Edition” right for?
Rampiva Automate – Premium Edition is an advanced product that is best used by experts who need the best
in resource optimization, quality control, system integration and risk mitigation. This includes eDiscovery and
digital forensics teams that are looking beyond scripts and basic automation or departments that are supporting
advanced use cases, like information governance, DSARs or compliance monitoring. Premium Edition is also the
best product for anyone building a cloud-first data processing environment.

Implementation
All Rampiva Automate Editions are designed to be lightweight and easy to install. They do not require new
hardware beyond the environment that supports your Nuix Environment. To learn more about training or
advanced implementation packages, click here:

About Rampiva
Rampiva is a global software provider focused on data automation, system administration and analytics.
Established in 2016, Rampiva clients run over 1,100 Nuix Workers in 8 different countries, processing more than
1 PB of data for eDiscovery, digital investigations, and other projects each year.
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